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The following episode is a throwback episode. One that was published previously and was 
extremely popular. To see the details when this was originally published, see the show notes. 
Enjoy this throwback. 
 
Welcome back to another episode of the leading saints. Podcast if you've enjoyed content on 
this podcast. It's important that i tell you about the leading saints newsletter that we send out 
every week this newsletter keeps you up to date on all the current leading saints content 
releases including podcasts articles online events and even live events. That might be 
happening in your area in this newsletter. We also recommend some past episodes and written 
articles that you don't want to miss each week. We include additional leadership perspectives 
and thoughts. That you can only find in the weekly newsletter. So you definitely don't wanna 
miss out to subscribe to the weekly newsletter simply text. The word lead to four seven four 
seven four seven or visit leading saints dot org slash. Subscribe again text. The word l. e. a. d. 
two four seven four seven four seven or visit leading saints dot. Org slash subscribe. So you 
don't miss any future leading saints content. Today we sit down with dan conway. Who is a 
bishop in england in the interview. We not only discuss how he leads as a bishop but also his 
journey through personal faith crisis where his shelf of belief tumbled down now he pieced back 
together with the help of others. Soon after he found solid footing in the gospel he was called to 
serve as bishop of his ward a big. Thank you for arthur bhutan for recommending. That we talk 
with dan. It turned out great now before we jump into that interview. I want to request that. You 
jump over deleting lds dot org and check out our most recent webinar with destined peterson. I 
received nothing but incredible feedback for this webinar. Some even called it the best one yet 
and you can watch it for free for a few more days at leading. Lds dot org on the homepage to 
get full access to the webinar. You can find it in our core leader library by becoming a core 



leader. We generally request that you contribute ten dollars a month to be a core leader but if 
you can only afford a dollar a month or twelve dollars a year that would get you access as well. 
We truly need your help to extend the reach and influence of leading lds so go to leading. Lds 
contribute today. And now you're is my interview with dan conway today. We're headed over to 
united kingdom to talk with dan. Conway how are you dan. The good kids who embed Happy 
papa die just past. It's about one forty for me and you said it's eight forty in the evening for you 
right ice. Well i hope today works out as well as it. It worked out for nice now. Where are you 
exactly located. So i'm a new cost. So roy in the northeast of england we about property now or 
sorry from this course boda wow and scotland's where he served your mission. We'll we'll talk 
about that a little bit. What's the what's the drive to the nearest temple. Look like about free. Our 
drives in the actually drive is beautiful. Actually go through cross them to call down. You get is a 
beautiful country. Dr preston tempos newest temple. How so do you. Typically organize temple 
trips With with the or did you that. Yes we roughly about free. We will about free plan 
temperature to the board each year in Coach ammo gaza to make an effort. People go that by 
themselves at different talents but always have about at least two free coach. Ritz nice well. We 
were connected by one of your emission capacity. Is that right companion but miss some miss. 
Your seven minutes of in -sition buddy. Cool arthur boutin. I always say his last name. Ronnie's 
bryce shaking his thanh right hand. I'm just a naive ignorant american. He's but are there's 
actually been on the podcast with his bishopric. They up in calgary. They they talk to us about 
some things that are up there with a with a young bishopric encouraged listeners. Check that 
out a link to it in the show notes but mission buddy and as i am always looking for international 
leaders to talk to. He said all you have got to talk to dan. He's a bishop in a new castle and is 
the new castle ward or edwin. Next over snowshoes From the coast. I gotta come visit. Hope 
you have like an extra bedroom because yes every sunday. No faces lovely sandy. Beaches is 
lee cold freezing Beautiful beijing you. Don't go to the england for the beaches right. I mean 
other than to look him not to not to swim anyways. But really that's awesome. So tell me that 
you dad as far as your what is it you do for for work so i will Digital mock in executive for a 
company like holiday company satellite cam. 
 
 
00:05:09 - 00:10:08 
 
Uk hold as a main caravan as in glamping days. Nice and we say holiday in american meat 
vacation right. It's a big obviously different. Reasons like hulu station site where up staying 
coach people stay have holidays Base different parts across the coastal the uk. Nice nice so 
heavily. Just put you in your faith into perspective a little bit. Your upbringing obviously 
international. We can always assume that you were. You're born in the church but Are you a 
convert. And how would you describe the development of your testimony outside. It's always 
been my whole life. My parents will come in mid to late. Tornadoes born member. The church of 
my free both us and we raised up in manning. The would follow the red mistake in the southeast 
of england and typically active of the mission at nineteen dollars as dan went to scotland with 
being you know regular temp attend a Active member Tempo twenty four Yeoman's that was 
core statements. Now bishop and So when you scotland they have a completely different type 
of accent more harsh Pause but yeah but you know great people. Yeah for sure did the. Did you 



pick up any of that as you. When he came home. I think always do. You always catch a few 
different slang different terms in different words and phrases but the food of this. Let's pretty 
crazy love Anything that can be fried for a pizza for bad laws bar that anything can get for. The 
chip shows nice. So now you don't live too far from scotland so when you got your mission call 
was like a utah. Getting a mission called the idaho were appointed Things to save everyone but 
for most probably that extended Inning the uk kutu uk mission. You have about five minutes of 
this appointment. Wasn't a shocker by needs. Like i our upset in guide. But then you know about 
five minutes The public rates on for sure but nonetheless. It i imagine you join your time there 
and it was a growing experience. What what can you tell us about. The church in. Scotland does 
it. How does it differ than in england. Say england the strong apart Tempur around depression 
tempos For the church in the manchester area and then in the south where the southeast 
Around good london in london as of were low high population is bigger strongest stakes. but the 
new Probably seen this scotland. The state of generally smooth in the woods up massive but 
when i was dead dundee sunday state was like State advocated good saws wolves about movie 
free fear. Four steaks too. Many when england you about maybe just Around say they are they. 
Do you get the sensor on the cusp of getting temple They'll have attempted irony the ways to go 
problem for sometime Miracles happen right. Nice so you Grow up pretty. A pretty typical 
traditional orthodox family Jump through all the hoops. Go on a mission. Come home get 
married in debt. Now you are serving as bishop in new castle in debt in your thirty two years old 
is that right. That's right so is that i don't know for utah i served i was twenty. Eight in. That was 
not typical. I mean that's a younger age for so many such a high density area of people at that 
typical called as bishop in your early thirties. I would outside. I wouldn't send this to this being 
younger. There's been older say's Emotional probably mitzvah as full as but he has probably not 
typical typical but someday a screen. So tell us about sort of with through what you would 
describe as a faith crisis in your in your twenties after you assume this time after you were 
married in the temple and this is becoming a. We talked about before we record. more common. 
Among us millennials right to in that the twenties thirties. And obviously it's a different world. 
And so i think you'll bring an interesting perspective this but out of that originally unfold in kind of 
tell us the process of that so for me is about a two thousand and it was the back end of two 
thousand. 
 
 
00:10:08 - 00:15:03 
 
Fifteen thousand are just around the time in the uk. That was a big event about Get facing 
lawsuits on a regular basis in a strange ones in different towns present months in getting sued 
for the church being sued. I think this president Costs become too cool in england about 
members paying time and it was really. Some member was suing about taivon. Some ex 
member. And i remember there was a lot of different Gone online on different blogs and 
websites. This start convenient to and from the start getting into moolah stories and get into 
various different websites that were in the church in its beliefs. Not necessarily the Like didn't 
come across as like you know. I think when you think you have this perception imitators 
materials this evil thing but it wasn't quite that was pb gemini had maybe genuine concerns and 
they'll during the Challenged these different concise and started reading a lot of and challenged 



various various parts of the church beliefs. And i think just the gradually start really question of 
special about church history and events at Just typically about like the blacks in the priest to 
provide jody smith in his wars mistakes. Different things things at brigham young said various 
things and Read mobile really consumed bio And as you went through this process did you find 
that you know it was in the news. He said it was a lot of this was happening in the news with 
lawsuits and things. So that sort of From curiosity the look deeper into what's happening. Yes lot 
Is this trump said. Children getting the Awards who's this guy or he wanted to charge up taivon 
and that was initially when reading tells. This is that I wasn't bothered about Before a bit silly 
and then our discount started. I think it was moment. Think something that just kind of mobile 
people had left the church. People struggling in the different challenges that people i just start to 
read into probably would say i was quite typical nowy to lot of the stuff while i probably grown up 
in the shadow should have made Been more web history and exactly what went on them. What 
didn't think some colby of god cult a bit by surprise and there was some some quite good 
evidence. Challenging different parts of the united church had made. Some mistakes wasn't 
quite why leads. That said things really start to make me kinda to doubt diori. And what were 
some of the the big feelings and emotions you're experiencing a lot of people describe it as 
betrayal think charm. Maybe i felt was betrayal. Now i think the church will be good at can 
Nowadays with payoff billable. Swear populations back in the day. You could sweet things cop 
and move. Tell him be forgotten. Because the age of information where everything's 
assessment Just on the copy. The information in Anymore and ostrom Kind of find in various 
blogs in people to present at all about some pause Joe smith and his wife and married a 
fourteen year. Old boy did it. And the book of abraham was a feudal texts in just different things 
presented Some tim sums taken out of context. Really start to always to get questions. 
Suddenly for the first time was like is it possible. Judge isn't jury in you know i've got this wrong 
and that really start to our main can upset me is temple marriage wasps. It's very active family in 
lewis. My parents from above is mostly active in. Start to wear If this is really struggle in the 
francis question preface it that i know that a lot of people orthodox members will say oh. Well 
you know you're having these doubts because it may be worth reading your scriptures enough 
in. You really forgot those things. But i guess what i want to ask is how does as you're going 
through this journey of discovery of really questioning some of your core beliefs in the church. 
How did it impact your personal stay again. 
 
 
00:15:03 - 00:20:09 
 
I'm not asking because that's the reason but mainly just how did you did. You attend a balance 
there yet. To be honest. I think that was probably typical. Once you stop consumed in it to start 
to really get into this old for made read more more the people who were challenging the 
chechens beliefs and system paper. say what you need to read scriptures Start reading 
bookham Praying the last loss thing. maybe deal with this in any way as a legal family member 
lost You need to be bookable when someone's like Thousand no even show is true Think like is 
this Made up of people lost and you want to be told us to read in private. Just ask not That 
would work for me in. Why would you say that. Just shows i mean. Obviously every leader 
hopes the individuals is turning the scriptures. You're saying that as far as like that's the 



solution. Just do that. It all be fix for that. Like is exactly. I think he said this solution is the only 
solution and really does is otherwise. A helped me was people talking. We ought smith 
questions Brushing the questions ahead as But asked me what the question's actually has what 
specifically were struggling with respect to Get defensive and tell me to read and pray more 
where some people who would who understood that. That's not necessarily the best route but to 
sit with me austin for questions to see if they can help me. So they should low with l'amour 
empathy right to wind understand what you're wrestling and again some would get defensive 
Really upset and funny Would accept that like. I was really struggling but for me. It was a 
genuine genuine concern and worry and they were. They weren't hall or said thing Bishop told 
him a. He was really really cool by lucky. You said okay. And he wasn't full Bowie humane 
which really patient didn't crush me in any way. And i like a had like friends and family tickly 
family members. Said you know what i remember. one of. The roller bubbles was upset. 
Defense if we're trying to give me some strange advice Sit down shiming exactly the questions 
that you shug with most. Let's just look them. And did it take a while before you could really 
yearly feel comfortable being opened with the friends family in leaders with some other no 
guessing most people similar to appoint ever able to slightly diff Be always struggling for 
number months. So our sweden grungy garage legal consumed into memorial support laws. I'm 
serious dow's was really questioning the The leaders. You'll will The finances and i think just for 
me just kind of at and they would just gradually eventually also number Really serious doubts 
are the combined in milwaukee said look this is how fading amedee's short of what some 
concerns and confided mcclay family melita Recommend to anyone listening. Because i lost 
people who sometimes struggle saw saw It off don't want any explanation than what anyone to 
help deal with it. They've made the decision that sit a familiar kept going to church. Attended a 
sole week things about church solo about children being the and it just offering that will help 
may be an end. I mean sure. There's pressure that builds as keep this inside and not talk to 
anybody. Freshers building building in either going to talk about seventy year hill right. Yeah all 
i'm always In fact as Food at midday. Come a struggle as president and Got didn't save despots 
partners ready to Rico sadoun it amd Just gonna feed in hot too serious doubts. I wasn't 
Cheech most weeks or the teacher regularly tell people come unto carson be member church 
now. I'm struggling thinking. Do i want to be discharged. Do i even believe the things. And so 
that was that was a cool members had to call of People say it was. 
 
 
00:20:09 - 00:25:00 
 
That pressure is difficult. So when you were the 'cause President how did you say yes. When 
you're in the midst of these doubts screaming inside said no. I just couldn't to tell him to say no 
to state prison. I didn't wanna get involved a point ahead. Certain these friends and family didn't 
wanna make him even bigger accepted cooling and again. I hadn't quit church of still attended. 
Still govern still unpaid hadn't closed off completely Why have made my mind. But i was having 
serious. Doubts knows worried. There wasn't ever always worried that the church was Me 
wasn't going to be right now. It's for that but kept going in Parliament still hoped it was wrong in. 
So you a you said yes. 'cause you can bring yourself say no and move on with his calling. How 
long were you resident. I'm trying to think harvey are two thousand. Eighteen there abouts 



Probably base until by you guys say. Could feel free. Hoffy ideology-free Maybe longer she'll 
And so during this time you had a rebound of of faith that as you served as eligible for president 
yes are continuing to save struggling but still teaching still try and continue. You hadn't made a 
decision had decided. That seat is not true. Some serious doubts are hours more than the 
swells are stopped me convinced it wasn't right. Maybe the church wasn't mar. These things 
grahovo Things when on the balance of things. It wasn't boy that was seriously worried. But 
what we helped me Particularly someone was helping some a question. So i took more cautious 
to them and they helped me get some serious It helped for me to have no on every question. 
But i've got some really good explanations for the struggle of the questions. I have jobs. We 
meowed for about the grave In precent race. Smith watson always talk various topics managed 
to gradually get on since for most of them and some of them were like all his. Where like in 
hindsight Committed against Looking forward there was some good evidence The balance and 
just seem where things have been taken out of context. That was always supposed how 
common that was. Some sometimes where the hands up. The church leaders have made 
steaks and there wasn't lots of it and that helps but famille only that helped in. That helped 
coming feel bit better but still so What changed me a law. Probably was the game changer. Me 
have some serious friends in these will help me. They should some reading credible personal 
experiences. Annuities people when the shed some of the most seen vision summarizing 
amadou's Showed me the most incredible stories. They good people knew with law a An 
incredible spirit when they would share it and that really helped me start going back into what 
direction i saw and i will ask more detailed. As far as said he had people helping you with finding 
solutions. Faith building solutions to some of your your billing information to some of your 
questions. What did that look like. I mean did you have set appointment. I mean at this point. 
Your bishop was aware of it to did. You have like friends or somebody you met with regularly or 
that. You had a a set appointment. He'd always made talk about this. Or how did that look like. 
It'd be more in full. Wouldn't had like a friend who wouldn't necessarily set pullman but we'll 
good enough friends would raise the me would arrange the tool. Can he said one day. We went 
out flock award in the bike Kind of until have a ride stop. on a personal where more informal and 
butt lifting off militant of maine He was really calling about Struggled with Where leaders who 
Weather history in the issues. That the maybe now. I work in the past that it was Those 
appointments talk. It was good because they would show me with that. Maybe they had 
struggled themselves Maybe they had prior years prior but that was showing me sources told 
me about them and that would win solo official Shove things Some the issues hard. 
 
 
00:25:01 - 00:30:10 
 
It really helped would imagine. I mean no point did you. Did you find every perfect. Answer to a 
lot of these questions. I mean the you just sort of a new perspective in context to look at look at 
it all right. Yeah so. I was a really bad place where are really starting to see. More towards the 
church was ryan. I'll start had network After it was gonna win the way things guard. Dennis star 
to be some these ladies looked out mainstone tate. It's on the two main people who could help 
me food questions and then different times. I said they share experiences of people became 
where my struggle to shed. In a. you've had these people know entrust to a good on his people 



that have no need to lie. There was late benefit Knew i was gonna forties doubts and they share 
these experience. One shared experience Sold ancient temple and just like the radio is 
incredible experiences Anyway scarred was like thousands people Questions rationalize help 
me fair bit better than they shed. These experiences nominee this point fighting the host boots 
reside or know. How just incredible witness tomorrow when sacred experiences and it just was 
so comfortable Lean with lebron someone else's testimony and the right. Yeah but then came a 
point for me where illegal of people's test me start to head back. I thought noah let his people 
attend these experiences of you Notice people attending the absolute joy. So start continue to 
things. I felt And two things happened will key for me. so tempo. We went for a week with the 
week. The kids and a had this strain this amazing graduate experience where i had Again many 
hours person to have doubts but starting to mend a bit temple and we still small voice for me. 
That's exactly what it was just still voice. Kind of reassure Whispered on a regular basis that 
week that this is roy. This is true and Collect that was. I was having but yet Felt great and i was 
headed towards Election Pinnacle boy was. I was teaching them in school this award. I felt like 
things felt rock or True but wasn't hundred now. Wasn't still sir stupid stroke in some more and i 
was teaching a lesson and we had a mission was struggling. He was struggling church in 
stroking testimony. And i should share more experience. Our like i'd had like a witness of jada 
smith as a prophet misery and is funny because even was still Typically hundred there will in a 
been. Active member hailed as a start shut. Experience had disliked any credible one mice 
incredible witnesses in my life where just it would just melt away every few hot as a witness that 
it was it was true and that was the massive tone important to me while it's beautiful in the nets 
interesting because he said that you you wanted to share a experience with that missionary 
about a witness you had from from your mission about joseph smith right but in of sharing that 
you were sort of doubting that same witness. Yeah it was more. Select memories annoys 
Member thinking haven't just kinda compassionate Knew he was worried enough for in our 
nitish shit this story this experience when all innocent situation might help him in the back of Self 
made felt a tom price on felt like you know i'll share another shed To anyone that would be mrs 
tonight. Poke cost is struggling. Isn't a member think. That's we saying that is true. But what 
about describe Woods called describe but a new so kaelin felt modern har- above old out that 
had the was true and it was right and it was just like just met with every dow had that in the 
reason. I love how you are taking that you know you kind of mentioned it. It just doesn't have 
words you know it's amazing to me how powerful that witness can be when it's not explained in 
the same cliches that we hear from the pulpit times you know that it really here in. 
 
 
00:30:10 - 00:35:04 
 
So i appreciate you articulate Different way so looking back on us so that inserted that was 
When you're elliot's court president. Did you go from elders. President to bishop is that right. 
Yeah it's so as you look back on on that experience of kind of going through that s- faith crisis in 
end. You know it's hard to use that term just because it seems like that's fixed now you'll ever 
have the work that obviously it's an ongoing journey of discovery in questions and development 
right but as you look back. What did you now sitting in. The chair of the bishop. What did you 
learn about that experience. That you now approach the development of testimony. Your doubt 



differently is totally being blessed in a sense like grit now in some ways. That would experience 
a more put my wife in fantasy milwaukee Struggle for number of months of that. But now i look 
at the positive is that that experience has been very beneficial for me. Full bishop do members 
of the colocation that have having five courses and it has helped a bit where a know how they 
feel and i know everyone's faith crosses slight different but a lot of it now starts to church 
history. I'm abandoned in a sense. And i know how that just tell them to like we said like to read 
for me to read scriptures impre more Didn't cut for me on magic for them. It doesn't care for 
them so we discussing. Explain what helped me and that has helped helped And think is well. 
What coors bishop had never experienced of gresley Several key witnesses and that made me 
more more. Never know the church to look no more so now. Never have a back. Now see the 
person that was starting to become brahmos The change the way. I look to things that did like 
personal becoming but now look back and see our stomach. Encore selfish person without 
realizing and familiar said a key witness getting cooled as bishop but this point gutsy new new a 
church was true and had like is weird because when you for five cross shootout law of you 
experiences you had previously as i was basically just maybe six months before Bishop a had 
this really strange. The dream aquit luxury in a church building and there was a feeling of 
excitement across people that would Feeding that was going to be missed. Issue resist iva 
whirlwind sweet feeding that also codes bishop norm Finishing waking up thinking. That was 
really bizarre. I think Anyone for thinking that dan. This is Jam on stuff. Did all this is going to be 
bishop. But it reminds me because about prior to that proxima faith crisis. I had a similar dream 
where always being viewed by state president because again never told them about these 
dreams Did more and then like six months after the austrian bishop again. It was just another 
witness to me and interestingly cooled in the morning doubt. bishop First counselor he got from 
new as typically new dishes cool they all should test me testament i counts. Go up to show his 
testimony and he's not a topic to share like experiences like a guy and some people shed 
experiences constantly lot. May people who've shared by sacred experiences every week in 
sutton go often. He said no To shed experience that happened after children. Control it 'cause 
Down a talk about it but he go had a dream loss not an odi. This point was the near the state 
president on sunday morning and he didn't know what full Make sure i follow. So this is. This 
was the sacrament meeting in which you were sustained as bishop your sorry. Go ahead outta 
jim lost Bizarre looked in the clock was that Is destroying a dream. 
 
 
00:35:05 - 00:40:10 
 
That was as first counselor in the bishopric in this new bishou it. He said shed this state prison 
this morning in a meeting and stake president said this had told me to bishop was going to be 
said look In tell me who stay. The bishop was in eugene Counselor and he said Is dan conway 
state president. Tom confirmed that that was true. We know today for me. It was just a faux 
witness familiar. I'm sure it'd be helpful as said says bishop to remember the High-volume could 
have got for me. It was level witness a crazy as we go for these five carson. It was real as 
anything. Look through it but they also have the that true Nickel books Ways wow that's great. 
What a tender mercy for you to just to have another witness of that disappear call but The 
confidence that the lord had a new in serving in that capacity awesome. Yeah anything as far as 



the you know. You're the years of your faith crisis any anything else. Pointer perspective that we 
didn't cover the We need to mention before we move on. I think the several sources. I think 
people should be wherever Kim feminine and Beware that someone. I'm supposed to this day 
when i council members Love him date night Sponsored by church. That's really good. One it 
samir. Some really great members and they have some people mason really good found some 
meeting Extracting questions appealing gun for five crosses all we'll good database of Freely 
admit that since everything can that try continue to grow in. John find more information but they 
offer logical. Rational is not Pray mobile that will give you what you want most choices to have 
some lunch coup understanding of why what some all night before a decent amount of offices in 
difficult questions now as far as your called a bishop is there. I mean it's incredible some of 
those dreams and such. I know that. I didn't have any dreams in it Sort of the out of a blindsided 
meet a little bit. Not that every bishop is going to should expect those types of things but 
nonetheless happen at such a faith for me. y- story to listen to Would you You're serving his 
elder scorn president and just got a call from state president. What do you remember as far as 
that. Experience of receiving that call as the serve. Bishop i'm one of the cool to when he went 
to interview into extended right. Yes yellow again. A voicemail smell from Athens's exit said look 
at the bishops to meet review in your voice that that point when was thinking about it was 
probably i sensed Knew what was going to be. Because i know what for one. They only review 
radiant Significantly now cooling lot bishop end a new jersey this for Now this dream mob area 
maybe the meaning behind it but again didn't didn't say anything to a wife. Losing wants do is 
like that. Hey united had this change things happen and we had a suspect without bishop Seven 
about the nearly nine years. We knew it cool to me. my wife. that decision was made just cannot 
suspect. That could be it but didn't wanna save facade and win a bet. He was aware of 
struggles. What went on but it was really interested in again. reading trust in me in spiritual 
Came to our home. Spent time to spend with my wife. I spoke with me. And we not experience 
an Just curious about that exchange in Setup i'm curious you know you mentioned your stake 
president to was aware of some of your past struggles add it. Did you feel like you had to 
reaffirm your beliefs in that moment or was there any. Because i i'm just thinking those leaders 
out there that you know there are some who seem like they could serve as a bishop that 
confirmations there but they also called if somebody's really struggling with with some Doctrinal 
historical doubts know. 
 
 
00:40:10 - 00:45:07 
 
Maybe it's best to let them unwind though. So did you feel like he had. He had to reaffirm Where 
you stood with your testimony. He was really good for him. Actually look he was. He was really 
good about i think Update in my regular basis. And then what happened. We've had We'd had 
some success now. some good growth in it. And i think he sold positively The way it would have 
what's where he was seen. It is that like Familiar oh coors. Our present was really struggling. I 
came to faith crisis At this point was being rebaptized Members of on the full of the we buzzing 
that coming juvenile. Eight and i was like a strong conviction Into coleman we've had some good 
success when we saw some great people receive Precincts ameri It was really good time. 
Another state present went interview. Me was like impressed with the elders komen cheese. 



The had had to really good counselors and they were excellent and it wasn't that we amazing 
people jemaine it was just Working thing Trying to be in june and the nobody our huffing Sued 
were the been done. Nothing infamies side the Soda helping directed. So i think he knew that 
point. He was assured things will when we when we had on me in shed Magician him at that 
point. I was like. I almost shed it with anyone. My wife said state present was a. I think that 
probably reassured there that police. I think we felt. And i love you know stories like that 
because i think i worry sometimes that you know of course normal. It's completely normal for a 
lifelong member to suddenly. Have some serious questions. Doubts sort of wrestle for a time 
with different information but the the worst the worst result of all that could be it. They are 
suddenly stigmatized or they walk around with the scarlet leonard He sort of had some 
questions in the past. So now let's let's not Combat anything to influential right than but it's good 
to set saluted that's happening. We have to have faith in that process that the those testimonies 
continue to grow and mold developed. Enough is a point. I think newspaper probably do doubt 
because they had a faith crisis that there will be a stigma and be overlooked Looked so that you 
may not. I'm not a final considered being bishop state president wherever Was a promotion. 
We'd isn't such case but like yeah like he wasn't like that so it was really understanding. And i 
think the good as church. We believe in change. We believe people can radically changing. We 
were who seen people radically changes. people at. I think is something that can be something 
that. We have that stigma where someone was renowned for being the world's worst teacher 
now. They're amazing book. Think we have to practice what we preach. You may believe that 
people can change the do change and avoid stigmas. Remember that people in that. This was 
what this life is about. Isn't it becoming a better person changed. We do great will now. You've 
been bishop for now. That right and joking with before that you should have it all figured out by 
now but definitely not the case right. The you definitely have some different focuses and things 
but how would you describe the first year. What was it like being called going ineligible to bishop 
and then start starting to run the show. I think interest in the office. That was a case where 
previous bishop but he was really good guy beating the from nine years. That's would it was 
very solid doing very steady at Grew as a result and has definitely case where like we will be so 
use it A made sure for me. I might show didn't do introduce radical changes so realize that he 
made a bishop for nine years. There's a lot of the reasons he did. The things did. And i made 
sure for the first few months. Keep effing was Often known years didn't stuff. He wasn't just 
living in the ward for nine years. He had been bishop for nine years. That's quite the 
Administration to take over yet exactly be bishoff is rebutted felt. 
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That was a little bit. I was little bit dotted like cola taken over but i have to give it to him. i think 
would agree. Sometimes when a bishop gets replaced that can be an. We've seen it tom. Tom 
where the previous bishop less gets bit a but like why is he doing the Initiative can start New 
bishop no From tomasson that price variously Positions in church but he was Giving us army 
support. If i think maybe off As he was like fully released it was it was finished but it was only 
gentleman about like for the first. I free months the first two months especially had to cool him at 
the state's about seven. Feigns gazza voice in never ever felt that like he was in a criticizing. 



Mayo that whisper governable that. Like i was doing things differently. Tie wasn't it was wrong 
but he was really good. Nothing that is really important. Point that we don't know if there a 
change you used to be a in some of those takes Just allow that person to be. That person. Do to 
cool neighbor today. Yeah love that. There's such a enough one thing sort of gets overlooked. 
You know we. We assume these transitions just happened. In the new guy or the guy leaves 
new guy comes in and carries on but there is sort of this This dynamic that happens between 
the new and the old bishop that you have to be aware of in the older bishop can be so 
encouraging when supportive and even though we he sees a. Something's not gonna work. You 
know but still encourages Sustains that leader in his an example for other members that were to 
sustain the new bishop. It's awesome yeah like he was excellent and he's still in the ward there 
like the Typically that code deal previous bishops onto state. But he was school in statements 
graham. He's still in the trenches with you. It's good to hear. I think any made I think he he. He 
make conscious efforts to be designed to be out because he couldn't stand being able to allow 
me to be the new bishop. Black visit spending. Lots of the units The different unions to help 
spoil the men's program across the state. And i think in a positive way. How would you describe. 
Just the geographics of your word may end the demographics you know. Is it a large ward. Is 
there a mix of different Different income levels or that today. How would you describe all that. 
We have about an average reported on eight. Mock moments have about eighty people attend 
each week so not small but not large somewhere in between at demographic to the odor side. 
Actually we have. Is i guess. As a nice mix. It used to be the case. Ten years ago it was a a 
radio would allow people were open. The had young families move in says nice mixture I think 
what's been a blessing to me as admission of a coup of owed amendments In sixty plus we'll 
call solid hardcore members the our blessed that not that. Just make life a little easier to bishop 
Acids would intends demographic like they cut a joke. It's not that we will course on area sets 
quote helpful in a sense. It's not the smooth but in helpful visit teach in coming days come 
program so you can get around without the packing a lunch and fb home the same day right 
now. We've talked about you. You mentioned before we recorded that. You've traded a focus 
around a unique way of how you do ward were council and i'd love for you share that and break 
that down how that works. Maybe others could could apply their word if they see fit to make 
sense there. Yes in everyone's different but we we have short regular councils. Sir we kept robin 
having luck along me Hof we have schule Typically loss for eight minutes at the most we make 
an efforts Minutes to try to fight minutes and we keep it just keep points so is about some 
common approach him Tape but it's more of a focus on what people that we work with unite and 
just have Long winded discussion but show brief poets. Young people knew that work with we 
really saw who can with you know who are you concerned about. What is your plan. And we 
have these great every other week every Ever usually have you ever week. Wants once be free 
weeks and we just have the Short me into the focus that off the We've always got appointments 
to guide doesn't always have everyone but there is like once the swing of it people realize that 
would have meetings expects that we go do visits. 
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Is only tokens. Great is important. Means into pan than to organize. But the most important thing 
we can do is love people and they say Love spout t. I m a time that we can people Visit 
november basis. We just found that we will get regular visits done. It was a positive effect. So so 
isa how often every other week you do counsel. Yeah so the reason is more once every three 
weeks but were Definitely for the first six months it was probably if you have a week end in 
Listening in saying. I love to do short award councils but people won't stop talking or you know 
just gets out of my control. So what What boundaries have you put out there so that that 
expectation is met so we make sure that like the senate discussions that can if we didn't have to 
have a with discussion will counter. The complacency can discuss among senior We make a 
point. And if it doesn't need to be discussable council at its something cooling practice can deal 
with that they do of that. We discussed what. I need to briefly the nigga way of In small about k. 
On making assignments Phone out when that's being a week is a total show full members of the 
church but every again. Look i'm quite firm Not necessarily cut people off but k. What's the point. 
Who who you meet in. What's your plan and we keep winning. And do you feel like that's like 
that. That sense of urgency. Is that come from your personality and people sort of feel that as 
you're running the meeting or is there something more to that that even your counselors are 
able to keep that sense of urgency youth if you're not there are probably save on been on Mop 
has not a mostly but typically we found that when when i'm like the bishops not they're not 
saying like the bishop's would be on endo night i'm tanya now is definitely not definite but when 
you have the bishop day is hard. The means on quite saying We usually you know it. We're 
gonna meet in asia And i'd say it's like i said the central becomes to expect the central Law 
kinda Make the keyboards made the kiss. Solomon's and we want to get out. Do the import 
most important Which is visit. That's kind of weird. Would be tolerant. Took a few months but 
yeah yeah i took some time for it because obviously came from a with a new bishop coming in. 
They had a different approach toward council. I would imagine for there was a bad one but just 
a different one had to show your style and how you want it run things that took some time never 
We always have these means. But i'd say you know once a few months. We do have the 
domain where you have to. We will sit. It would be a meeting where we know we say look. It's 
gonna be me. We're gonna discuss caught. Police need to have the proper law. Meanwhile we 
can take tom. People can benesch points is needed Is needed. Tom's definitely anything else. 
As far as the deliver die by an agenda. Does that also help you. Keep things moving. Yeah and 
how does that. Work house. kim clarke. He's And he he's just good at what he does until at least 
a couple of days before easter Will be able to find the text me email me. Just get your Print off 
agenda and have it set so honored as agenda that does help We know what we can talk about 
the key port questions. I'm gonna ask the council of set assignments. We always follow up from 
previous weeks and that he's ready to go. That is really effective. Nice so you've communicated 
directly that you expect an agenda in this is your clerk said yes so before i get my phone out on 
a made a few points today before that that day is the key that questions important sovereign 
arise but let he just on it that something unfortunate a Is nice and that's it you know. It's crucial 
step. That i know i learned that to really communicate that to your clerk and not just assume that 
the clerks although not do that. And then you know doesn't happen Become a meeting. 
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That never has an agenda but really you know giving them that that opportunity to step up to the 
plate. The provide that agenda. That's going to help you get through that. He's he's very good 
as Cooled the notes. Wilson isn't the case that will often will get have been at times is what was 
tote. Can lights wouldn't already formed up on a make keep Dislike he will keep the really well 
and so on the next agenda other off. He'll give me a pin of mates notes nights from the previous 
men and so now are looking at his supplements. But right. I mean i. Ten minutes is roy site high 
priests group later. How did it go this song from two weeks ago. I'm good that way Beneficial 
how do you approach. The have you know one thing is that i always struggle with his having 
agenda but then you know zillah leader brings up a something else nominated the agenda that 
they feel like it just needs. I just need to talk about this. Discuss it Have you eddie gauge that in 
in control that i think sense something. Is this something that they might just pop out the 
wounded while expecting that you do to discuss as important and tomlin said we usually try and 
it a fight minutes Ten minutes With these kinds of things do out say most weeks. But i think as 
well if it's warm thing of learn because i was poor in the she is that communication than during 
the ps a wish. Someone had already expressed our portfolio. Just so we have this council. 
Sometimes you get filled with something that we need to discuss council really have a ppo 
release site pendency. That'd be best is discussing. The where can diverge stuff to them. Nice 
to those people. Ppi mean. I definitely want to come back to that. So you're saying as you are 
faithful in holding peop- is at that minimize some of those random comments. Because i think a 
lot of awards the auxiliary flea feels like councils the only time they really have the bishops here 
right yeah Been guilty of that way like it was a learning curve. Made that like have the peop- 
yards. It was good and making the time phone. Call a female of color being connected and you 
think something simple leona mentioned him but for them to know that just Communication 
consistent communication is really valuable because off hardware luck have people out of left 
People arguments president several months and now he's really struggling while i'm being 
topless already like that comeback But i wanna ask you as far as he's visit so we've talked about 
ward council and then you go do visits. Do you do this as your clerks secretaries handing out 
names for them to go visit. What's the preparation. Look like in order to go from a formal 
meeting to out to visit us down to them My vices normally being Teach somebody who's on your 
hand teaching list or somebody in your concern about new exhibit Consensus solan. Coached 
him to visit the people that are concerned about and use Now on it may be back in the day 
would tree. But nowadays turtle up just is effective way is the only way the mice people 
Definitely best to arise the poor straight off the union gospel Means gonna end about Issued 
appointment by eight o'clock and that's the way to encourage it to all your visits are are set 
before the council even starts typically interesting and then do you go out to you know so 
Because in the world council does like the primary president. The young women's president 
guys companion We lead to typically saw a Be you may not want to arrange because 
sometimes would have Say they've got appointment. Identify new they're gonna bring nick fest 
council second That and some people of awards ladies might be more just presence in would 
know of happy for that to happen and sometimes you are sometimes is. The young women's 
president goes out with the problem. President typically Summer to visit with nice. So they've 
already thought that through it and so do you have presidency members more than one 
presents members sitting in on wor council or they're just waiting outside typically allowed him in 



like. I'll give funny enough We had an issue a few months back off seem will counts. You can 
sometimes discuss private mess to appoint several counts. You've got people germany 
trustworthy that is confidential. Stuff that sometimes you talk about and some Happen someone 
had gone away in totes and shed Of people things from the meeting that they shouldn't have 
and quickly identify the we know where she was. 
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And it just became a case of the Spikes of the product president. Thomas pleased night from 
now on. Just make sure that that system Say if i know council is going to be just make sure. It's 
one that we know we can trust. Yeah you just have to be sensitive with what what you 
discussing over there. Nice great anything else was visits That dynamic i think is intriguing. A 
different idea effective idea. It sounds like anything else that we have hit on the be important to 
clarify if others are wanting to try this. I said about the big. Ppo is on some dimension. None of 
you wanna talk about now. So so let's talk about your. P z is something how are they structured. 
Had he set him up in once. You're in that those people is. What's the agenda look familiar Have 
i the first thing i do like. His come is to say how the person so we can destroy. We could jump 
straight into But always found the female dude Question announce stopped before it even 
starts. I must say how you do. I mean just give me the Howie really do it. It's warm for me. 
That's warm phoenix break. Some barriers in where people were probably wouldn't have a 
doubt about something on the personal awful things they all jimmy. Wally about nets made so. 
It's been a great way to stop. Yeah and then. What are you talking about next internet. I guess is 
five minutes or so. I think the the Some like mike pence as solid select often unless. She's 
waiting his personal. That a means won't be that long runs really well and use typically Various 
person for some people She's normally people. Prominent long the soviet Will probably should 
be schedule them. And having a of a planned pam people is in pace with normally. It will be a 
case of out of angel. Maybe the sunday before. Say can we meet this week sometime five 
minutes. So coming. Me off the yeah. You don't have like every second sundays. Release site 
president. Nothing like that though. You say you may want to be a bad idea but you just sort of 
handle it Every month or so you you reach out to them or they reach out to you. And and you 
meet for instance where they saw Recently of issues Things more case This is what we're issue 
go. This is what we're thinking of doing the u. k. Found in things off kind of approval. Innocence 
author Known something about a thing that needs to discuss them. That used it without a 
planned agenda. She's gonna seattle presidency. How owners asians doing any issues that 
were discussed awesome will anything else with p. Is that This important i understand to kind of 
get a sense of how you approach them. So infamy i get. And i know it's getting late there but i 
think there's been great. Will i appreciate you taking the time out of your busy schedule. 
Obviously it's it's late there. And i'm i'm gonna go get ready for dinner as you get ready for bed 
but i appreciate you give some time here to discuss some of these principles and really just your 
journey of a through a phase transition as i like to call it rather than a faith crisis because the 
more we talk about especially those bishops that have have experienced some of these things. 
It's important that we bring some dialogue that in d. stigmatize What it is to doubt We i think on 
the surface are on paper. We want to say that but to hear a real story is is sure as encouraging 



and helpful. Soy i played junior journey and and regardless of where you ended up you know 
whether in the bishop's death score or outside the church you know than the less your journeys 
validated in a good one for sure as you have now you're a year Into serving as as bishop before 
that is eldest court president. Is you look back on your time. Being a leader in serving in leading. 
How's it made you better disciple or follower of jesus. Christ a great question. I think for me. It's 
made me less judge full critical. I think always definitely get your people at the church before 
have more faith prices. When people left was struggled locker was caught. Quick of them and 
was annette was caught him when now A know how they felt. I'm not how we will understand 
how they got that how they made the decision for them. They did that Wanted to do judge. 
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That was little choice. And i think just that to have the For me definitely not to be understand. 
Listen to them. I think that's the kaitai people have issues. Don't go in you know. Seek i 
understand then. Stood. that is such a key principle. You sometimes we go pay conceptions 
what we have. The problem is. This is what our solution be but really when you hear is 
completely different ballgame into always. Listen a big. Thank you to dan conway for allowing 
me to interview him as always encouraging to hear different accents on the leading. Lds 
podcast if you know international leader or a fantastic prolific please reach out to us leading dot 
org slash contact and sheriff s who. We should interview and remind you once again to text. The 
word lead to four seven four seven four seven. In order to subscribe to deleting saints weekly 
newsletter. It came as a result of the position of leadership which was imposed upon us. I the 
god of heaven who brought for a restoration of the gospel of jesus christ when the declaration 
was made concerning the own only true and living church upon the face of the earth we were 
immediately put in a position of loneliness loneliness of leadership from which we cannot shrink 
nor runaway and a which we must face up with boldness and courage and ability. 
 
 


